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the upper right corner of many cards that have cards with a front side that is more colorful can be used
to identify the set. this week is an example. the "xxx" is a superstition-type code that indicates the set

number, but not the series or version number. for many years, zeiss focused only on imaging optics as a
company. however, in the late 1990s, it began a range of engineering tools that included metrology,

electronic devices, electro-optics, and communications. it was thus hard to break free of the
stereotypical vision of optics manufacturers. an interesting feature of the zeiss archives are the many

letters to the company from collectors. in some cases, there is an issue with a particular set. the
collection may be missing some cards, say a box, or the cards have shifted from the correct place.

people who were interested in a specific set should check the zeiss archives for any information they can
find. sibley’s southwestern flora is the most important journal of the cactus and succulent society of

america. it includes an index to the whole work. there are more than 10,000 pages. in addition to
photographs, the text includes growing information for the plants. this is useful for those who grow

plants and want to know what they are growing. the 4th edition was published in 1982. for many years,
the company only published books in print form. they now have a series of e-books that are the same as
the paper books, but are electronic copies. the covers are gray unless the book has also been published

in color, in which case it is purple. the site allows you to search by title, author, or keywords.
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for unranked categorical data you cannot calculate a mean or a median. therefore, analyses on this
type of data are based on comparing observed proportions to expected proportions. each trial or
subject is seen as a separate trial with a binary outcome. for instance, you check in 50 persons

whether they carry a snp in a gene that is linked to epilepsy. each person becomes a trial with a
binary outcome: yes, the person carries the snp no, the persons is not a carrier of the snp the

proportion of persons that carry the snp is calculated and compared to the expected proportion
using a binomial test. click the title to see how to perform such a test in prism. the r foundation for

statistical computing provides a free open source computing and graphics environment for statistical
computing and graphics called r (pronounced 'r') and free on-line documentation for this is available
at http://www.r-project.org/. r is a sister project of the gnu project, and is free software distributed
under the gnu general public license. hence, it is freely available and usable. the tsx-v has many

varieties. the one we have here is perhaps the most well known of the varieties. these motorcycles
are not rare and are available from any number of custom motorcycle builders. we are actually going

to show the california h&s up here. here is the cereal box from 5 years ago. recently i've been
digging back into some old movies and started watching a few made between 1949-1950. i guess
one of the limitations of collecting coins is the 4 years you have to hold them before selling them.
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